2020 CATALOG

Introducing F-1 FIREARMS

Performance Unmatched
Our company’s advanced state-of-the-art weapons manufacturing facility
is staffed with a top-notch team of experienced designers and machinists to ensure we
manufacture and provide the finest 100% American made weapons and parts around.
With our 100% F-1 Firearms manufactured product warranty we hope to have your business
for life.
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Handguns - 9mm BSF-19

BSF-19 Pistol
The brand-new F-1 Firearms 9mm BSF-19 Pistol is an exciting addition to
the F-1 Firearms product line. It is a traditional, mid-sized handgun based
on a platform widely utilized by military, law enforcement, and civilians.
We’ve implemented our unique manufacturing techniques, honed while
making the UDP-9-Series Skeletonized Pistols, to fashion a forwardthinking sidearm worthy of the F-1 brand and of our customers’ interest.
The BSF-19 Pistol has an F-1 skeletonized slide for lighter weight. It
also allows for porting of the 416 stainless-steel barrel, to provide
compensation and recoil reduction. Used in conjunction, these features
efficiently manage muzzle rise for more effective follow-up shots.
The rear slide also has aggressive texturing, providing the shooter a sure
grip to clear stoppages or to speed reloads.
The F-1 7075 T6 aluminum lower frame is stiff yet lightweight, with an
enlarged trigger guard for easy access with gloves and a special texturing
on the grip for sure purchase on the gun — but not too abrasive for long
shooting sessions.
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Handguns - 9mm BSF-19

The BSF-19 will allow accessory attachment via a machined-in 1913-rail
(Picatinny) which accepts most lights and/or lasers at the front of the
frame.
Standard with the pistol will be an action-enhanced trigger along with the
BSF-19 Pistol being compatible with most “GEN3” components. The slide
and frame will be compatible and interchangeable with factory GEN3 G19
counterparts. BSF-19 slides will have an option for standard or suppressorheight sights (upcharge may apply).
BSF-19 pre-cut RMR slides will come standard with a cover plate.

* prototypes pictured
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Suppressors

Suppressors- by F-1
Expertly machined in-house from the finest materials available, our suppressors
can’t be beaten. 100% titanium, our suppressors use a monocore baffle design,
are manufactured to be user serviceable and tested to handle magnum
loads, short barrels, and full-auto abuse all of our suppressors come with an
unconditional lifetime warranty. Utilizing a proven licensed design refined to
meet the level of excellence that F-1 Firearms is known for, we know you and
your hearing will love our suppressors.

ROVER - New Boundaries
The all-new Rover is a user-serviceable rimfire-optimized suppressor that is
capable of handling from 22 LR up to 5.7x28. It can instantly transform any rimfire
into your new favorite firearm. It is as at home quietly plinking at the range with
friends and family, as it is ready for the highest level of rimfire competition.
Length: 6” | Outside Dia: 1” | Model: 22

APOLLO - Versatility
The Apollo is not just our most popular, but also the most versatile suppressor in
the line-up. From hunting on a crisp autumn morning to a weekend of precision
rifle competition this suppressor does its job so you can focus on yours. The
Apollo is also a favorite among law-enforcement and excels when configured
on an SBR or handgun, or even on a .338 Lapua Magnum rifle.
Lengths: 6”, 7.5” | Outside Dia: 1.375” | Models: 6.5, 308, 9, 45

VOYAGER - Extreme Duty
Developed as a .30 cal workhorse, this suppressor is so over-designed that we can bore it up
to any caliber. As with the Apollo, the Voyager can handle even the most extreme wildcats. It is
another example of elegance in engineering resulting in unmatched performance. The Voyager
is available in three different sizes and three different calibers to ensure the perfect match for
your rifle build.
Lengths: 7.5”, 9.25”, 12” | Outside Dia: 1.5” | Models: 308, 338, 375

ATLAS - 50 Cal
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Beast-taming suppression, coming soon! Ask us for details!

Suppressor Catalysts

Catalysts
Compensator Mount
We incorporate a conical face on our compensator to allow simple on and
off threading while maintaining repeatable accuracy. There are no locking
rings, ratcheting mechanisms, or difficult gate latches that will hinder the
performance of the suppressor.

Pistol Booster
Needed for shooting any free-floating barrel semi-auto pistols, like Glock,
S&W M&P, and others. The spring and piston inside of the booster body
allowing the free-floating barrel’s movement while shooting, accomodating
the chambering of the next round. Using our muzzle brake adapter, without
the Pistol Booster, the shooter would have to charge the weapon after each
shot.
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Complete Rifles - BDRx-15

BDRx-15 Skeletonized Rifle
Proven as reliable, rugged, accurate, and modular the country’s favorite modern sporting rifle
platform is the go-to choice for millions of shooters who use it for home defense, competitive
shooting, and more. F-1 is bringing innovation and excellence to this platform and has a full
range of rifles that can be configured to make them exactly what you want. The BDRx-15 rifle,
our flagship, utilizes a rigid 7075-T6511 BDRx-15 billet receiver set fitted with a match-grade
barrel, upgraded trigger, and your choice of a 7-series aluminum lightweight free-float rail
system. The BDRx-15 sets a new standard in lightweight competition rifles with extensive
skeletonizing of the upper and lower receivers and is available in multiple configurations and
colors, with virtually limitless options. Call or view online for complete offering of optional
upgrades.
Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Matched BDRx-15 receiver set
Match grade 16-inch 1:8 stainless-steel barrel — alternate lengths available
Available in 5.56 NATO, .300 AAC Blackout, 7.62x39, and .224 Valkyrie
Nickel-boron bolt carrier group (all F-1 Firearms BCGs are available)
F-1 Firearms Flat-Face, Angle-Face or F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
Black Type III hard anodizing

Complete Rifles - BDRx-10

BDRx-10 Skeletonized Rifle
The large-frame BDRx-10 Rifle, available in .308 Winchester and 6.5 Creedmoor, is a DPMS
High-Profile style compatible with DPMS-style bolt-carrier groups and most AR-15 small parts.
It offers long-range performance with F-1’s unmistakable build quality, including an upgraded
trigger as standard equipment and your choice of 7-series “.308” handguards. The .308
chambering comes in match-grade stainless-steel barrels in 16-, 18-, or 20-inch lengths. The
6.5 Creedmoor model is available only with a 22-inch barrel. Otherwise, each rifle is available
in multiple configurations and colors. Call or view online for complete offering of optional
upgrades.
Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•

BDRx-10 matched receiver set
Available in .308, and 6.5 Creedmoor
Nickel-boron bolt carrier group (all F-1 Firearms BCGs are available)
F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
15-inch X7M handguard (all “.308” F-1 Firearms handguards available)
Black Type III hard anodizing
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Complete Rifles - UDR-15-3G

UDR-15-3G Style 2

UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Rifle
The use of premium materials, such as 7075-T6511 domestic aluminum for our handguards
and receivers, allows us to build our weapons lighter and stronger than the competition. The
UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Rifle, built around either style of the UDR receiver sets, each with
their own stylized skeletonizing and a scalloped MIL-SPEC 1913 Picatinny rail. Each rifle comes
standard with a match-grade barrel, Hiperfire trigger, and your choice of lightweight free-float
rail systems. The UDR-15-3G is available in all configurations, colors, and options as the BDRx15. Call or view online for complete offering of optional upgrades.
The Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Matched UDR-15-3G receiver set
Match grade 16-inch 1:8 stainless-steel barrel — optional lengths available, as well as
pistol-length barrels and handguards.
Available in 5.56 NATO, .300 AAC Blackout, 7.62x39, and .224 Valkyrie
Nickel-boron bolt carrier group (all F-1 Firearms BCGs are available)
F-1 Firearms Flat-Face, Angle-Face or F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
12.75-inch C7M handguard (all F-1 Firearms handguards are available)
Oversized magwell and trigger guard
Black Type III hard anodizing

UDR-15-3G Style 1
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Complete Rifles - LEFTY UDR-15-3G

“Lefty” UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Left-Handed Rifle
Southpaw shooters will appreciate the F-1 Firearms “Lefty” UDR-15-3G skeletonized rifle. No
more right-hand brass ejection across your field of view with this left-handed adaptation
of the UDR Style-2 receiver set. Each “Lefty” UDR rifle comes standard with a match-grade
barrel, upgraded trigger, and your choice of one of our 7-series aluminum lightweight free float
rail systems. The “Lefty” UDR-15-3G is available in all configurations, colors, and options as
BDRx-15. Call or view online for complete offering of optional upgrades.
Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Matched UDR-15-3G left-handed receiver set
Match grade 16-inch 1:8 stainless-steel barrel — optional lengths available, as well as
pistol-length barrels and handguards
Available in 5.56 NATO, .300 AAC Blackout, and 7.62x39
F-1 Firearms Silver (CRN) or Black (DLC) bolt carrier group
F-1 Firearms Flat-Face, Angle-Face or F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
12.75-inch C7M handguard (all F-1 Firearms handguards are available)
Oversized magwell and trigger guard
Black Type III hard anodizing
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Complete Rifles - FDR-15

FDR-15 Rifle
The FDR (Forged Defense Rifle) is a MIL-SPEC base-level rifle with enhanced tolerances. The
heart of the FDR-15 is the Forged Matched Receiver Set with the standard forward assist
and dust cover and a tight fit, because the set is matched through the finishing process.
Manufactured from high-grade 7075-T6511 forged aluminum, the FDR-15 matched receiver
set has billet-like precision and features at a lower cost, including flag and star cutouts on
the magwell. This premium forged rifle comes with an F-1 Firearms handguard and a standard
match-grade barrel and is available in multiple configurations and calibers. Call, email or view
online for a complete offering of optional upgrades.
Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Forged MIL-SPEC FDR-15 receiver set
Match grade 16-inch 1:8 stainless-steel barrel — optional lengths available
Available in 5.56 NATO, .300 AAC Blackout, 7.62x39, and .224 Valkyrie
Nickel-boron bolt carrier group (all F-1 Firearms BCGs are available)
F-1 Firearms Flat-Face, Angle-Face or F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
12.75-inch C7M handguard (all F-1 Firearms handguards are available)
Custom cutouts on magwell available
Oversized magwell and trigger guard
Black Type III hard anodizing

Our Skeletonized Pistols can be built on any F-1 Firearms receiver set and chambered
in either 5.56 NATO or .300 Blackout with 7-, 8.5-, or 10.5-inch barrel lengths. Compact
enough to fit in your go-bag, an F-1 Skeletonized Pistol maintains the quality of
manufacturing an F-1 Rifle consistently provides. All pistol variants offer the same
high-end premium materials as our rifles, including billet 7075-T6511 receiver sets
and handguards and top-shelf components. Both pistol variants are available in all
configurations, colors, and options as our rifles. Call or view online for complete offering
of optional upgrades.

Complete Rifles - SKELETONIZED PISTOLS

Skeletonized Pistols

Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any receiver set/handguard combination
7-, 8.5-, or 10.5-inch barrel lengths
Available in 5.56 NATO and .300 AAC Blackout
Nickel-boron bolt carrier group (all F-1 Firearms BCGs are
available)
F-1 Firearms Flat-Face, Angle-Face or F-1 Firearms Slay-AR
compensator
S7M 7.7-inch handguard (all F-1 Firearms handguards are available)
Oversized magwell and trigger guard
Black Type III hard anodizing
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Complete Rifles - DYNAMIS-15

Dynamis-15 Rifle/Pistol
F-1 Firearms collaborated with Dynamis Alliance to create the Dynamis-15 line of rifles
and pistols. The Dynamis Alliance, headed by former Navy SEAL Dom Raso, builds each
individual’s Will to Fight. These Dynamis firearms give you the Means to Fight as well. We
spent more than a year of research and development and operator testing to increase the
performance of the firearms and how the owner interacts with them. Every aspect of the rifle
and pistol was meticulously examined by the Dynamis Team and vigorously field tested by
both tactical operators and professional shooters. Utilizing our 7075-T6511 aluminum for both
the Dynamis receiver set and our new Dynamis Rail System produces a rigid battle rifle and
pistol, with every receiver set being matched and holding stringent tolerances to ensure rocksolid lockup. The new Dynamis handguards feature M-LOK mounting points integrated into
the Dynamis logo the entire length of the bottom and sides. Two additional mounting points
sit up front at +/- 45 degrees for lights and pressure switches, as well as six quick-detach slingmount attachment points. The rifle comes standard with our DLC Coated DuraBolt, as well
as an extended mag release and extended ambi bolt release. From the way the ambidextrous
safety selector clicks in and out of rotation to the way the underside of the trigger guard feels
on your finger when rotating the firearms for rapid reloads, the Dynamis Rifle and Dynamis
Pistol are truly a system designed for professional operators. This carbine and pistol will allow
the responsible, trained armed citizen to win in home-defense and urban-survival situations.
Base Rifle/Pistol Includes
•
•
•
•
•
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DLC Coated Bolt Carrier Group
60-degree Beveled Magwell
F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
Type III Class 2 hard anodizing
Oversized Trigger Guard

F-1 Firearms teamed up with Quarter Circle 10, the renowned pistol-caliber-carbine (PPC)
manufacturer, to create the UDP-9-3G skeletonized PCC. Built on Quarter Circle 10’s Small
Frame Glock Lower Receiver, coupled with F-1 Firearms’ skeletonizing mastery, the UDP-9-3G
boasts a cutting-edge-design upper and lower that cosmetically flows directly into our new
ultralight P7M rail system available in 5-, 7-, and 13-inch lengths. The UDP-9-3G line is available
in multiple configurations and colors. Call or view online for complete offering of optional
upgrades.

Complete Rifles - UDP-9-3G

UDP-9-3G Skeletonized Rifle/Pistol

Base Rifle/Pistol Includes
•
•
•
•

QC10/F-1 Firearms Glock SF Lower/UDP upper matched set
Black Nitride 9mm BCG
F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
Black Type III hard anodizing
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Complete Uppers - UDR-15-3G

UDR-15 3G Rifle/Pistol Skeletonized Complete Upper
The UDR-15 3G universal upper receiver is a complete upper that looks as good as it performs.
We also offer this upper package in a left-hand version. Compatible with any MIL-SPEC
lower, the upper receiver is made with 7075-T6511 aircraft-quality lightweight-billet domestic
aluminum with F-1 Firearms’ signature 3G skeletonizing for reduced weight and aesthetics. A
C7M handguard completes the elegance and performance you have come to expect from F-1
Firearms.
Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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UDR-15-3G Style-1 or Style-2 upper receiver for right-hand or UDR-15-3G Style-2 “Lefty”.
Match-grade 16-inch 1:8 stainless-steel barrels come standard. Alternate barrel lengths are available.
Right-hand rifles and pistols are available in 5.56 NATO, .300 AAC Blackout, 7.62x39, and .224 Valkyrie.
Left-hand rifle chamberings are 5.56 NATO, 7.62 x 39, and .300 AAC Blackout.
Nickel-boron bolt carrier group (all F-1 Firearms BCGs are available for right-hand rifles and pistols.) F-1
Firearms Silver (CRN) or Black (DLC) bolt-carrier group available on left-hand models.
F-1 Firearms Flat-Face, Angle-Face or F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
12.75” C7M handguard standard on left- and right-handed rifles. All F-1 Firearms handguards are
available for rifles.
Black Type III hard anodizing
Gas block and tube included with all models.
Due to current demand, please allow up to 30 days for shipment
Call or view online for complete offering of optional upgrades.

“Lefty” UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Complete Upper

Complete Uppers - BDRx-15

BDRx-15 Skeletonized Complete Upper
If you need an aggressively styled upper, complete with all the form and function you’ve
come to expect from F-1 Firearms, the new BDRx Skeletonized Complete Upper is the perfect
upper to complete your build. While any of our handguards can be configured, when matched
with the X7M handguard, the lines from the upper continue through for a near-monolithic
look while retaining all the modularity of a traditional setup. Regardless of your choice in
handguard, the use of 7075-T6511 aluminum our skeletonized styling make its look and
performance unmistakenly F-1.
Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BDRx-15 upper receiver
Match-grade 16-inch 1:8 stainless-steel barrels come standard. Alternate barrel lengths are available.
Available in 5.56 NATO, .300 AAC Blackout, 7.62x39, and .224 Valkyrie.
Nickel-boron bolt carrier group (all F-1 Firearms BCGs are available for right-hand rifles and pistols)
F-1 Firearms Flat-Face, Angle-Face or F-1 Firearms Slay-AR compensator
12.75” X7M handguard. All F-1 Firearms handguards are available for rifles.
Black Type III hard anodizing
Gas block and tube included with all models.
Due to current demand, please allow up to 30 days for shipment
Call or view online for complete offering of optional upgrades.
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Complete Uppers - UDP-9-3G

UDP-9-3G Skeletonized PCC Complete Upper
Have a PCC lower and want to complete the build with the skeletonized style and
unmatched reliability of F-1 Firearms? The UDP-9-3G Skeletonized PCC Complete
Upper makes tactical and economic sense. The complete upper is designed for F-1
Firearms/QC10 lower receivers, but it is compatible with most PCC lowers on the
market, up to and including 10mm variants. The UDP-9-3G skeletonized PCC upper
receiver’s lines flow directly into the P7M Hyper-Lite rail system, improving control
and handling. The upper’s flared front end complements the lines of the P7M
handguard. Call or view online for complete offering of options.
Base Model Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
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16-inch 9mm barrel (other barrel lengths are available)
Black Nitride F-1/QC10 9mm bolt carrier group
P7M 13.5-inch M-LOK handguard; 5-inch and 7-inch lengths are also available
F-1 Firearms Slay-AR Muzzle Brake
Black Type III hard anodizing
Check with us for caliber options

PCC Chassis - UDP-9-3G

UDP-9-3G Skeletonized PCC Chassis
The UDP-9-3G Skeletonized PCC Chassis is the perfect starting point for your ultimate PCC
build. The chassis includes all proprietary components and is compatible with most MILSPEC components and accessories and Glock magazines in either 9mm Luger or 40 S&W.
To make this unique PCC chassis, we take an SF Glock lower receiver from Quarter Circle 10,
the renowned pistol-caliber-carbine (PPC) manufacturer, and add F-1 Firearms’ skeletonizing
mastery. Result: A flared lower that flows seamlessly into an ultralight P7M M-LOK handguard.
The UDP-3G chassis is available with 5-, 7-, and 13-inch handguard lengths and is available in
any F-1 anodized color offering.
Includes
•
•
•

F-1 Firearms/QC10 Glock SF Lower/UDP-3G upper matched receiver set
P7M 5-, 7-, or 13-inch M-LOK handguard
Black Type III hard anodizing (all F-1 Firearms colors are available as options)
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Receiver Sets - BDRx-15

BDRx-15 Receiver Set
The F-1 Firearms BDRx-15 Set was meticulously designed to
be the pinnacle of function and reliability, while retaining
beautiful form through exterior characteristics. Crafted from
industry best 7075-T6511 aluminum alloy, each set is matched
from the moment it leaves the machine and is run through its
entire lifecycle treated and finished as one. Each set is loaded
with details that make the F-1 Firearms receivers stand alone
as the perfect base for your next precision rifle build.
•

All billet receiver sets:
•
•
•
•

Weight - 20 oz
•
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Manufactured from the
highest grade 7075-T6511
billet aluminum
Each set matched with
stringent tolerances
Front and rear takedown
pins included
Screws included for bolt
catch, receiver tensioning,
take-down pin detent and
trigger adjustment
Black - Type III hard
anodizing

Receiver Sets - BDRx-10

BDRx-10 Receiver Set
The BDRx-10 receiver set is based on the popular DPMS “High” large-frame specifications for
customization and part interchangeability, F-1 Firearms has engineered one of the best fitting,
cosmetically pleasing and functionally sound large-frame AR-variant receiver sets available.
Packed with many of the same details as it’s little brother the BDRx-15, it is produced solely
in matched sets and finished as a single unit for the utmost in cosmetic and functional
perfection. Available as a matched set or couple any F-1 Firearms “.308” handguard to
complete your chassis.
•

Weight - 25.4 oz
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ReceiversSet
Receiver
- FDR-15
- FDR-15
& UDR-15
& FDR-15-3G
3G

FDR-15 Receiver Set
This receiver set brings F-1 Firearms quality to the standard MIL-SPEC forged receiver,
maintaining the forward assist and dust cover and slightly tighter than MIL-SPEC tolerances.
The FDR-15 forged matched receiver offers many of our billet-frame features, and is
manufactured from high-grade 7075-T6511 forged aluminum. Each set is matched with
stringent tolerances to ensure a wobble-free fit. Also, front and rear takedown pins are
included, as are screws for the bolt catch, receiver tensioning, take-down pin detent, and
trigger adjustment units. Patriot Edition flag and star cutouts on the magwell are available as
standard design elements, or you can contact us for custom cutouts. Finish is black Type III
hard anodizing.
•
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Weight - 15.4 oz

Patriot Edition FDR-15 Receiver Set

UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Receiver Set
The UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Receiver Sets are available with Style 1 or Style 2 upper receivers
in right-hand models and Style 2 in a left-eject set. In any of the three matched sets, the upper
complements the UDR lower, with clean, bold lines and open magwell panels. Or, add any F-1
Firearms Handguard to complete your chassis. Manufactured from the highest-grade 7075T6511 billet aluminum, each set is hand fitted to meet stringent tolerances. Front and rear
takedown pins are included, as are screws for the bolt catch, receiver tensioning, take-down
pin detent, and trigger adjustment units. Finish is black Type III hard anodizing.
•

ReceiversSet
Receiver
- UDR-15-3G
- UDR-15 &STYLES
FDR-15-3G
& LEFTY

Style 2 UDR-15 Skeletonized Receiver Set

Weight - 18.6 oz

Style 1 UDR-15 Skeletonized Receiver Set

“Lefty” UDR-15 Skeletonized Receiver Set
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Lower Receivers - UDR-15-3G & 80%

UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Lower Receiver
Compatible with any MIL-SPEC AR-15 upper receiver, this stripped stand-alone lower receiver
is among the lightest available on the market. Like all other F-1 Firearms components, the
UDR-15-3G lower receiver is manufactured from billet 7075-T6511 aluminum with meticulous
skeletonizing work. This lightweight, aesthetically pleasing frame with black Type III hard
anodizing is expertly hand-finished. Front and rear takedown pins are included, as are screws
for the bolt catch, receiver tensioning, take-down pin detent, and trigger adjustment units.
•

Weight - 9.3 oz.

F-1 Firearms Skeletonized 80% Lower Receiver
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No FFL is required to purchase this lower 80% receiver, which is everything our customers
love about our trendsetting machining — in a form you can finish yourself. Our 80%
skeletonized lower is finished bead-blasted raw, with no anodization, and is machined from
7075-T6511 aluminum. Either finish maintains all of the features of our complete-model lowers.
With this product, you may also purchase a Polymer 80 3-Time-Use Jig with Mills and Drill Bits,
(available for purchase separately). Also, our FUBAR Guarantee means that, if you mess up
the 80% billet by overdrilling, overmilling, or finishing the piece out of alignment, simply mail
the FUBAR lower back and F-1 Firearms will replace it for a one-time discounted price. Form
and instructions are included. We also offer our 80% to 100% Plan: If you decide you aren’t a
machinist, return your 80% lower in the same condition you received it and we will return one
to you serialized and milled to 100% for a small machining fee. Note: These returned serialized
lowers will require you to pick them up from a Federal Firearms License dealer.

UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Upper Receiver
Looking to complete a build and want something more than a traditional solid top? A
trendsetting F-1 Firearms UDR-15-3G universal upper receiver is the answer. Manufactured
from billet 7075-T6511 aluminum — which ensures rigidity while showing off the 3G
skeletonizing — the UDR-15-3G upper receiver reduces weight and mitigates gas blowback
to the shooter’s face in suppressed applications. Available in Style-1 or Style-2, the UDR-153G Skeletonized Upper Receiver is compatible with any MIL-SPEC lower on the market. A
left-eject model is available as a Style-2 unit. All three uppers are universal and held to strict
machining tolerances. Style-1 maintains the lines and narrower skeletonizing seen in our
original BDR-15-3G line, while the newer Style-2 Right and Left Uppers have larger cuts, as well
as a larger ejection port capable of discharging casings from cartridges up to .458/.50 caliber.
All are finished in black Type III hard anodizing and come to you expertly hand-finished.

Receivers - UDR-15-3G STYLES & LEFTY

Style-2 UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Upper

“Lefty” UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Upper

Style-1 UDR-15-3G Skeletonized Upper
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Handguards - X7M

X7M Handguard
Designed to match up with the new BDRX receiver sets and made from 7075-T6511 aluminum
the X7M design integrates prongs on the front of the rail for additional stability against
barricades. The knurling underneath the handguard allows for better grip in lieu of aftermarket
textured panels. Front and rear Picatinny sections on the top rail with M-LOK sections in
between for a slimmer profile. Together these elements represent the perfect blend of
tactical functionality and sleek, yet aggressive form.
Available Lengths
•
•
•
•
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7 inch — 6.7 oz.
13 inch — 9.7 oz.
15 inch — 11.1 oz.
15 inch — 10.2 oz. (.308)

Available in AR-15 and DPMS High Profile .308 configuration, the C7M contoured handguard is
one of our most popular designs and is now available with M-LOK attachment points on both
sides and the bottom of the guard. Manufactured of 7075-T6511 aluminum, the one-piece C7M
is extremely durable and lightweight, and it allows the barrel to free-float for better accuracy.
A comfortable contoured grip area promotes quick and repeatable placement of the front
hand shot to shot. Also, with its large 1.65-inch inside diameter, the C7M allows a suppressor
to be mounted within the ID of the handguard, guarding the shooter’s hand from the heat of
the can. A full-length top Picatinny rail allows for precise optics placement and adjustment.
An aluminum barrel nut and mounting hardware are included for the Anti-Rotation Mounting
System, all protected by a Type III Class 2 hard coat anodized finish.

Handguards - C7M Contoured

C7M Contoured AR-15/10 Handguard

Available Lengths and Weights
•
•
•
•
•

9.75 inch — 8.8 oz.
12.75 inch — 10.3 oz.
14.75 inch — 11.9 oz.
14.75 inch — 12.9 oz. (.308)
16.75 inch — 14.8 oz. (.308)
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Handguards - P7M Hyper-Lite

P7M Hyper-Lite Handguard
We took skeletonizing to new heights with the P7M handguard. The rigidity of our 7075T6511 aluminum alloy allows us to produce designs that are thinner and lighter than our
competitors’ handguards. A scalloped and skeletonized Picatinny top rail makes a flawless
visual transition from UDR/UDP uppers to the P7M. Performance on a rest is improved with a
wide, flat bottom that incorporates custom 1/8-inch knurling, which aids in both grip and overbarrier support. The P7M features M-LOK mounting slots at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock, as well as two
to four quick-detach points (depends on the rail length).
Available Lengths and Weights
•
•
•
•
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5 inch — 3.6 oz.
7 inch — 4.2 oz.
13.5 inch — 7.5 oz.
15 inch — 9 oz.

A digital scale tells the story: We call the S7M handguard “Super-Lite” because it weighs
a mere 4.9 ounces in its 7.7-inch-long configuration, 6.6 ounces for the 10.7-inch-long
handguard, and a featherweight 8.1 ounces for the 13.7-inch-long model. This strong one-piece
free-float design, crafted of 7075-T6511 aluminum, is aesthetically pleasing and functional,
with an uninterrupted Picatinny rail on top, QD sling points on either side and bottom, and
M-LOK slots at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock. And it won’t chew up your hands — all sharp edges are
de-burred with media tumbling, sandblasting, and the attention of actual human beings. A
stainless-steel barrel nut and mounting hardware are included. The S7M handguard “SuperLite” has a 1.33-inch inside diameter and is protected by a Type III Class 2 hard coat anodized
finish.

Handguards - S7M Super-Lite

S7M Super-Lite AR-15 Handguard

Available Lengths and Weights
•
•
•

7.7 inch — 4.9 oz.
10.7 inch — 6.6 oz.
13.7 inch — 8.1 oz.
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Handguards - H7M Ultra-Lite

H7M Ultra-Lite AR-15 Handguard
Made to cosmetically align with the F-1 Firearms 3G skeletonized line of receivers, the H7M
Ultra-Lite Handguard was designed to be extremely lightweight without sacrificing rigidity.
Competitive shooters and operators alike will appreciate the functionality of two Picatinny
top rail sections at the front and rear for no-fuss scope or red-dot mounting. For handling,
there are five QD-sling-attachment points, and for accessorizing, full M-LOK compatibility on
all four sides. Manufactured from 7075-T6511 aluminum, the one-piece H7M Ultra-Lite’s freefloat design promotes accuracy by removing barrel stress. A stainless-steel barrel nut and
mounting hardware are included. Also, this model comes in a 16.3-inch-overall-length version
for shooters with longer arms who might want to apply an extended C-clamp-style hold.
Other features of this scalloped top rail design include a 1.33-inch inside diameter and a Type
III Class 2 Hard Coat Anodized Finish.
Available Lengths and Weights
•
•
•
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12.3 inch — 7.3 oz.
14.3 inch — 8.6 oz.
16.3 inch — 9.3 oz.

The 15-inch Miculek AR-15 handguard was designed by F-1 Firearms in conjunction with worldrenowned shooter Lena Miculek. Made from 7075-T6511 aluminum specifically for competitive
shooting, this handguard is among the lightest and strongest models on the market, coming
in at just 12.1 ounces including barrel nut and hardware. Other features of this handguard
include a 1.33-inch inside diameter, the top rail has been removed and beveled for comfort,
and wide flats at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock fit snugly against barriers. The one-piece free-float design
comes with a stainless-steel barrel nut and mounting hardware, as well as M-LOK top, side,
and bottom slots and a Type III Class 2 hard-coat anodized finish. Available in AR-15 and DPMS
High Profile .308 configurations.

Handguards - Miculek M7M

M7M Miculek Handguard by F-1 Firearms

Available Lengths and Weights
•
•

15 inch — 9 oz.
15 inch — 10.8 oz. (.308)
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Handguards - D7M Dynamis

D7M Dynamis AR-15 Handguard by F-1 Firearms
The professional operators at Team Dynamis Alliance field-tested and torture-tested the D7M
Dynamis handguard for more than a year to bring you the most full-featured system available.
The new Dynamis handguards feature M-LOK mounting points integrated into the Dynamis
logo the entire length of the bottom and sides. Two additional mounting points sit up front
at +/- 45 degrees for lights and pressure switches, as well as six quick-detach sling-mount
attachment points.
Available Lengths and Weights
•
•
•
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8 inch — 7 oz.
10 inch — 8.5 oz.
15 inch — 12.5 oz.

Safety Selectors

F-1 Firearms Safety Selector Kits
Includes 2 long and 1 short with tumbler, detent, spring and 2 screws. 90 deg. Available in
black, silver, blue, green and red.

F-1 Firearms Gun Builders Kit
AR-15 Gun Builders Kit Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 bolt catch
1 bolt catch spring
1 bolt catch plunger
1 magazine catch
1 magazine catch spring
1 magazine release button
1 pivot pin
1 takedown pin
2 hammer/trigger pins
1 buffer retainer
1 buffer retainer spring
1 selector hard detent
1 selector soft detent
2 take down/pivot detents
1 selector detent spring
2 receiver detent springs
1 safety selector assembly (1 long paddle, 1 short paddle,
1 tumbler and 2 screws)
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F-1FIREARMS.COM
832-299-6100
support@f-1firearms.com

Barrels - Steel Match Grade

F-1 Firearms Stainless Steel Barrels
We use our own state-of-the-art barrel cell to provide high-end 416 stainless steel blanks
that are stress-relieved twice. We QA/QC throughout the entire barrel-making process, airgauging and drift gauging, using up to 10-inch drift pins, testing to a tenth of a thousandth on
tolerance. As a result, all of our barrels can deliver sub-minute-of-angle match-grade results
with the right ammunition.
Available in the following chamberings, contours, twist rates, and lengths:
•
•
•
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.223 Wylde light contour, 1:8 twist; 16 inches
.223 Wylde medium contour, 1:8 twist; 10.5 inches, 14.5 inches, or 16 inches
.223 Wylde fluted (standard, brick, diamond, dimpled, or spiral), 1:8 twist; 16 inches

To make these barrels, we use the same state-of-the-art barrel cell, raw materials, and QA/
QC inspection processes found in our stainless-steel barrels and add black nitride. Black
nitride is a thermo-chemical process that diffuses nitrogen and carbon into the surface of
ferrous metals. Barrels treated with black nitride have greatly increased wear and chemical
resistance, better lubricity, and improved fatigue strength.
Available in the following chamberings, contours, twist rates, and lengths:
•
•
•

Barrels - Black Nitride Match Grade

F-1 Firearms Black Nitride Barrels

.223 Wylde light contour, 1:8 twist; 16 inches
.223 Wylde medium contour, 1:8 twist; 10.5 inches, 14.5 inches, or 16 inches
.223 Wylde fluted (standard, brick, diamond, dimpled, or spiral), 1:8 twist; 16 inches
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Compensators

F-1 Firearms CMB - Angle-Faced / Flat-Faced
The F-1 Firearms Compensating Muzzle Brake (CMB) was designed to withstand the elements
while reducing recoil and muzzle rise. Made of 4140 low-alloy steel, the CMB is available in
Flat-Faced or Angle-Faced models in 5.56 NATO. Also available with PVD/DLC coatings.
Compensating Muzzle Brake Technical Information:
Flat-Faced
•
•
•
•
•
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Thread: 1/2”-28 UNEF
Weight: 2.59 oz.
Overall Length: 2.23 inches
Maximum Width: 0.88 inch
Material: AISI/SAE 4140 low-alloy steel

Angle-Faced
•
•
•
•
•

Thread: 1/2”-28 UNEF
Weight: 2.68 oz.
Overall Length: 2.44 inches
Maximum Width: 0.88 inch
Material: AISI/SAE 4140 low-alloy steel

Compensators - Slay-AR

F-1 Firearms Slay-AR
The revolutionary Slay-AR compensating muzzle brake for 5.56 NATO and .308 Win. greatly
reduces recoil and eliminates muzzle rise with these chamberings, providing the operator
with extreme accuracy and a more-comfortable shooting experience. Precision machined
from 4140 low-alloy domestic steel, the brake also carries a high-end black-nitride finish that
is durable and cosmetically refined. Also available with PVD/DLC coatings.
5.56 NATO Technical Information:
•
•
•
•
•

Thread: 1/2”-28
Weight: 3.07 oz.
Overall Length: 2.95 inches
Maximum Width: 0.88 inch
Material: AISI/SAE 4140 low-alloy steel

.308 Win. Technical Information:
•
•
•
•
•

Thread: 5/8”-24
Weight: 2.62 oz.
Overall Length: 2.95 inches
Maximum Width: 0.88 inch
Material: AISI/SAE 4140 low-alloy steel
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Bolt Carrier Groups - DuraBolt

F-1 Firearms Bolt Carrier Groups
The F-1 Firearms DuraBolt direct-impingement BCGs are full-auto rated and available in 5.56
NATO or 7.62 NATO. The 5.56 NATO M16/M4 bolt carrier groups, for use in AR-15 platforms, are
compatible with MIL-SPEC receivers and associated components. Left-handed 5.56 options
are available. The 7.62 Nato AR-10 bolt-carrier groups are compatible with DPMS-spec largeframe receiver sets and associated components.
Bolt Carrier Group Technical Information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8620 aircraft quality steel
Chrome-lined interior
Carpenter 158 bolt w/spring and ejector
17-4 firing pin w/chrome finish
DuraBolt cam pin
5.56 BCG weight: 11.55 oz.
7.62 BCG weight: 17.85 oz.

DuraBolt Black (DLC)
The DuraBolt Black is enhanced through Chemical
Vapor Deposition (CVD) technology and is the hardest,
smoothest, and most wear-resistant carrier group
available. The DuraBolt Black offers the lowest coefficient
of friction on the market (as low as .01 after our microfinishing process).

DuraBolt Rose Gold (TiCN)
The DuraBolt Rose Gold is enhanced with a Physical
Vapor Deposition (PVD) TiCN coating, which gives it an
extremely durable and corrosion-resistant gold mirror
finish. The DuraBolt Rose Gold’s coating also offers
excellent lubricity with a 0.20 coefficient of friction.
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The DuraBolt Silver is enhanced with a Physical Vapor
Deposition (PVD) CrN coating, which gives it an extremely
durable and corrosion-resistant silver mirror finish. The
DuraBolt Silver’s coating also offers excellent lubricity
with a 0.30 coefficient of friction.

Bolt Carrier Groups - DuraBolt

DuraBolt Silver (CrN)

DuraBolt Gold (TiN)
The DuraBolt Gold is enhanced with a Physical Vapor
Deposition (PVD) TiN coating, which gives it an extremely
durable and corrosion-resistant gold mirror finish. The
DuraBolt Gold’s coating also offers excellent lubricity with
a 0.45 coefficient of friction.

DuraBolt Nickel Boron
The DuraBolt NiB is enhanced with a nickel-boron coating,
which gives it a near-65 Rockwell hardness for corrosion
resistance and durability.

DuraBolt Black Nitride
The bolt carrier and bolt are ground after heat treating
to ensure tolerances. The black-nitride coating process
brings hardness to near-70 Rockwell while maintaining a
premium finish. Only available in 5.56 NATO.
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Bolt Carrier Groups - Low Mass DuraBolt

F-1 Firearms Low Mass DuraBolt
The F-1 Firearms Low Mass DuraBolt is a direct-impingement full-auto-rated M16/M4 bolt
carrier group that reduces unnecessary reciprocating mass, contributing to less felt recoil.
For use in AR-15 platforms, the Low Mass Durabolt is compatible with MIL-SPEC receivers
and associated components. The DuraBolt Black (DLC) and Silver (CRN) are enhanced
with chemical vapor disposition (CVD) coating, which gives them an extremely durable
and corrosion-resistant mirror finish. DLC coating, coupled with a proprietary super-micro
finishing process, offers unsurpassed lubricity and coefficient of friction — the best in the
industry.
Low Mass DuraBolt Technical Information:
•
•
•
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Carpenter 158 steel bolt, ground after heat treating, MPI and HPT
8620 steel carrier, ground after heat treating
Weight 8.16 oz.

Skeletonized Grips

F-1 Firearms Skeletonized Grip
The Skeletonized Pistol Grip is a work of art in both functionality and design. This modular
pistol grip has attachment points for the addition of finger/thumb rests and is available with
customized grip panels for total shooter adaptability. Both finger-groove and flat-face models
are available. The finger-groove version was specifically designed for paracord wrapping and
can be ordered pre-wrapped.
•
•

Style 1 — Flat Grip (without finger grooves) ~3.9 oz
Style 2 — Finger-Groove Grip, ~3.7 oz.
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Accessories - FORWARD GRIP

F-1 Firearms Skeletonized Forward Grip
The Skeletonized Forward Grip is a stand-alone forward-angled unit that complements the
lines of the Skeletonized Pistol Grip. Comes with pre-machined paracord wrap grooves, three
QD sling points, a large forward-barrier support, an angled rear tang for pulling back against
support bars, and aggressive bottom teeth for over-barrier support. The Skeletonized Forward
Grip can be ordered pre-wrapped with your choice of paracord wrap and can also be paired
with our Skeletonized Pistol Grip.
•
•
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Skeletonized Forward Grip (unwrapped), 2.27 oz.
M-LOK direct attach (requires minimum 1 1/2 M-LOK slot)

STOCKED ANODIZED

Red Anodized

Maroon Anodized

Purple Anodized

Pink Anodized

Titanium Anodized
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STOCKED ANODIZED

Blue Anodized

Orange Anodized

Earth Anodized

Naked Anodized

Green Anodized
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STOCKED ANODIZED

Polished Purple Anodized

Polished Pink Anodized

Polished Orange Anodized

Polished Teal Anodized
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Polished Green Anodized

STOCKED ANODIZED

Gold Anodized

Polished Black Anodized

Desert Camo Anodized

Forest Camo Anodized

Urban Camo Anodized
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STOCKED
STOCKEDANODIZED
ANODIZED

Carbon Camo Anodized

Hunter Camo Anodized

Zombie Camo Anodized

F-1 Camo Anodized

Midnight Camo Anodized
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STOCKED ANODIZED

Titanium Shadowcam Anodized

Shadowcam Anodized

Forest Shadowcam Anodized

FDE Shadowcom Anodized

Yellow Splash Anodized
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STOCKED ANODIZED

Polished Orange Splash Anodized

Polished Raw Splash Anodized

Polished Green Splash Anodized

Polished Titanium Splash Anodized

Red Splash Anodized
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STOCKED ANODIZED

Cotton Candy Anodized

Silver Splash Anodized

Freedom Splash Anodized

Freedom Fade Anodized

Teal Splash Anodized
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STOCKED ANODIZED

Blue Splash Anodized

Green Splash Anodized

Polished Blue Splash Anodized

Polished Black Splash Anodized
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Rose Gold Splash Anodized

STOCKED ANODIZED

Galaxy Anodized

Green Galaxy Anodized

Purple Galaxy Anodized

Yellow Galaxy Anodized

Galaxy 2.0 Anodized
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STOCKED ANODIZED

Stardust Rust Anodized

Psuicide Skwad Anodized

Patina Anodized

Polished Mermaid Anodized
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Matte Mermaid Anodized

STOCKED ANODIZED

Red Smoke “Demon” Anodized

Green Smoke Anodized

Red Marble Anodized

Blue Marble Anodozed

Neo Anodized
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STOCKED ANODIZED

Polished Rocket Pop Anodized

Matte Rocket Pop Anodized

Tiger Stripe Anodized

Gold Tiger Stripe Anodized

Hellfire Anodized
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CUSTOM CERAKOTE

Old Glory Cerakote

Lone Star Cerakote

Favorite Team Cerakote

Robin’s Egg Cerakote

O Canada Cerakote
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ANODIZED SILHOUETTES

The Soldier

The Rancher
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ANODIZED SILHOUETTES

Black Gold

The Hunter

The Rocker

The Warrior
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ANODIZED SILHOUETTES

The Zombie

The Spartan
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ANODIZED SILHOUETTES

The Rock Star

The Stripper
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CUSTOM FINISHES

Custom Finishes

Battleworn Nickel Boron

Custom Cerakote

Various Anodized Colors and Patterns
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CUSTOM FINISHES

...Miles from Ordinary

Polished Aluminum

Custom Cerakote

Custom Cerakote
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CUSTOMER BUILDS

Custom Cerakote

Custom Anodized

Custom Cerakote

Custom Anodized

Most of these colors and finishes are stocked. Anything is possible by special order.
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Notes

* Base product weights shown. Optional configuration or coating weights may differ. - Handguard weights include
barrel nut and hardware. Receiver set weights include pins and hardware.
** Color Anodizing Disclaimer: F-1 Firearms Color Anodizing Disclaimer: We at F-1 Firearms and our 3rd party anodizing
partner try our very best to ensure the highest quality with regards to our color anodizing. However, our color
anodizing is low end Type III (0.0002” - 0.0012” in thickness) which can only be expected to withstand normal wear and
tear and F-1 Firearms cannot be held liable for longterm fatigue. The color anodizing process is not a 100% color match
every time thus it is expected that their will be some slight color variations in the anodizing and F-1 Firearms cannot be
held liable for said variations.

PROUDLY AMERICAN
F-1FIREARMS.COM 832-299-6100
support@f-1firearms.com

